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DYSLEXIA - ETYMOLOGY

A term of Greek origin

dys- (impaired) 

lexicos (pertaining to words)

Term invented in1887 by  
German ophthalmologist Rudolph Berlin 



DYSLEXIA DEFINED

“Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurobiological in 
origin. It is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word 
recognition and by poor spelling and decoding abilities. These 
difficulties typically result from a deficit in the phonological 
component of language that is often unexpected in relation to 
other cognitive abilities and the provision of effective classroom 
instruction. Secondary consequences may include problems in reading 
comprehension and reduced reading experience that can impede 
growth of vocabulary and background knowledge.” 
 
International Dyslexia Association, November 12, 2002 
Used by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development



DYSLEXIA DEFINED

Dyslexia is a difficulty with phonological and orthographic 
processing - the sound/symbol relationships for reading and 
spelling 

Those with double-deficit dyslexia struggle also with rapid 
naming, which negatively impacts the ability to process visual 
information rapidly, therefore affecting fluency

orthographic dyslexia negatively impacts spelling



DYSLEXIA MYTHS

Dyslexics see and write letters and words backwards

Dyslexia is just a reading problem

Affects more boys than girls

Represents a lack of cognitive ability or  
lower intelligence

Dyslexics will never become normal readers and spellers 

A vision problem that can be aided by eye muscle therapy 



DIAGNOSTIC PATTERNS

“Dyslexia is strongly heritable, occurring in up to 50% of individuals who have a first-
degree relative with dyslexia” (Gaab, 2017); initial screening should include family history

Though there is no statistical relationship between dyslexia and IQ,  dyslexics often have 
average to above average IQ, and are good thinkers and problem solvers, some are 
gifted

Often quite talented and successful in many ways —sports, art, mechanical abilities, etc.

Often very good overall verbal abilities — good imagination, good vocabulary, good 
comprehension and abstract reasoning; Spatial abilities are generally Ok

Generally score LOW on digit span, coding, most sequential tasks, and tasks involving 
rapid naming and rapid motor skills



RED FLAGS - SPEECH

Difficulty learning to recite nursery rhymes, alphabet, days of the week, and 
months of the year — anything learned in sequence

Often tunes in to only parts of words: confuses sapphire with pacifier, entrance as 
in a trance;  lacks a feeling for the integrity of the single word as a semantic unit

Difficulty breaking words into syllables, syllables into sounds; cannot easily 
manipulate phonemes (letter sounds)

Speech usually in normal range but may be “cluttered”

Mixes up sounds in syllables, syllables in words, words in phrases; retrieval issues



Stressful, halting, struggling attempts to read

Many reversals, inversion, right-to-left tracking

Lots of guessing, using context and picture clues

Memorizes passages read aloud by others and fakes it

Slow to develop memory for sight words

Comprehends ideas and content if read to; just cannot decode

RED FLAGS - READING



RED FLAGS - WRITTEN SPELLING

Spelling ranges from the bizarre to the reasonably phonetic

Words rarely spelled the same way twice

little or no sound/symbol relationship apparent

Letters may be poorly formed, reversed, inverted, omitted, or 
added

Student “cannot remember how the word looks.”



COMORBIDITIES

Dysgraphia (difficulty making letter forms by hand); maladaptive 
pencil grip; impairments in legibility, automaticity, and speed; 
reduced output 

Oral and Written Language Learning Disability (OWL LD)

ADHD/ADD

Executive Dysfunction

Math learning difficulties/Dyscalculia



DYSLEXICS I’VE KNOWN

Same diagnostic label

Different sets of strengths 
and weaknesses from  
student to student

Dyslexia exists on a continuum  



UNIVERSAL SCREENING, EARLY 
IDENTIFICATION & PREVENTION

“Right now in public schools, screening for and diagnosing 
dyslexia is practically non-existent, especially in low-income 
communities. If children with dyslexia are not identified, 
they will never receive evidence-based interventions and 
accommodations that will change their lives for the better.”

-Dr. Sally Shaywitz,  Yale Center for Dyslexia & Creativity



SCREENING TOOLS - SAMPLE

Shaywitz Dyslexia Screen - http://dyslexia.yale.edu

Dibels Next -  http://dibels.org/dibelsnext.html

AIMSweb  - www.aimsweb.com

Predictive Assessment of Reading (PAR)  
http://onlinepar.net

Texas Primary Reading Inventory (TPRI)  
https://www.tpriorg/index.html

http://dibels.org/dibelsnext.html
http://www.aimsweb.com
http://onlinepar.net
https://www.tpriorg/index.html


DIAGNOSING DYSLEXIA
Diagnosticians: licensed psychologists, neuropsychologists, speech-language 
pathologists

Involves parent intake, teacher surveys, classroom observation, testing, 
interpretation

Pre-K to adult - different instruments: phonemic and phonological awareness,  
phonological processing, oral reading rate and accuracy, reading 
comprehension, spelling, and word meaning, among others

IQ - WPPSI, WISC,  WAIS - Verbal & Perceptual Reasoning, Working Memory, 
and Processing Speed

Selected academic achievement tests based on presentation of symptoms



HOW DID WE GET HERE?

“A chasm exists between classroom instructional practices and the 
research knowledge-base on literacy development. Part of the 
responsibility for this divide lies with teacher preparation programs, 
many of which, for a variety of reasons, have failed to adequately 
prepare their teacher candidates to teach reading. Teaching reading 
is a job for an expert…teaching reading is rocket science!”

-Louisa Cook Moats, Ed.D



A BIT OF HISTORY

Modern human species emerges 195,000 years ago 

c. 3300 BCE - Cuneiform

c. 1450 England - hornbooks

c. 1600-1776  - the Bible is the book

Late 1700’s - Secular spellers, grammar handbooks,  and “readers” 
emerge - phonics is taught to mastery



FIRST AMERICAN TEXTBOOKS

A Grammatical Institute of the English Language, Comprising an Easy, Concise, 
and Systematic Method of Education, Designed for Use of English Schools in 
America. In Three Parts.  
 
Noah Webster’s Speller began with the alphabet and moved systematically 
through the different sounds of vowels and consonants, then syllables, 
then simple words, then more complex words, to sentences.  

1783-1890  
60 million copies sold



HOW DID WE GET HERE?
Horace Mann (1838),Thomas Gallaudet (1850), John Dewey (1894) George 
Farnham (1895), Francis W. Parker (1890),  Anita McCormick Blaine (1890), 
Edmund Burke Huey (1908),  Arthur Gates (1931), William Gray (1931), 
Kenneth &  Yetta Goodman (1970), Frank Smith (1971)- all proponents 
of the “Look - Say” method, a.k.a.:  “Whole Language,” “Whole-
Word,” “Sight Reading,” “Balanced Literacy,” etc.

Aimed at the meaning of words, with quite limited instruction in 
phonics, word structure, spelling, etc.    Dick & Jane, 1929

Students develop a “sight vocabulary” of thousands of words; told 
to use “context clues” and guesswork to determine hard words



WHERE IS HERE?
While only 10-17% are dyslexic, 64% of 8th graders in VA, and 63% of 8th graders in MD 
read below a proficient level (Nat’l Assessment of Educational Progress, 2015)

85% of those who enter the juvenile justice system are functionally illiterate; More than 
60% of prison inmates are functionally illiterate (oneworldliteracyfoundation.com)

80% of U.S. families did not buy a single book in 2015 (statisticbrain.com)

57% of books go unfinished (statisticbrain.com)

Fiction now deemphasized, cursive eliminated from Common Core Standards

1956 - International Literacy Association (formerly the IRA)- $20M  
“A Whole-Language Defense League” Part of the “Education Industrial Complex” 

1949 - International Dyslexia Association - $2.5M “Structured Literacy” 

http://oneworldliteracyfoundation.com
http://statisticbrain.com
http://statisticbrain.com


ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE 
INTERVENTION

Phonological & Phonemic  
Awareness Training

Instant letter recognition training

Phonics  (sound-symbol pairing)

Instruction in the six types of syllables  
and syllable division patterns

Spelling Instruction

Handwriting Instruction (concurrent with phonics!)

Reading Comprehension Instruction - Vocabulary Expansion (morphology),  
Text Analysis, Non-literal language, Note-taking

Academic Writing Instruction



PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUCTION

Direct, explicit, carefully paced language of the teacher

Highly systematic: structured, sequential, cumulative, cognitive, 
and flexible

Multi-sensory - simultaneously visual, auditory, kinesthetic-  
tactile (for muscle memory)

Guided discovery using the Socratic method

Over-teaching/over-learning; mastery of skills at student’s pace



FUNDAMENTALS OF LANGUAGE 

Phonology - the study of the sound structure of spoken words in a language

Phonics - pairing of sounds and symbols 
   -26 Letters (graphemes)  
   -44/45 unique speech sounds (phonemes)  
   -@100+ different grapheme-phoneme pairs for reading and spelling

Phonological Awareness - consciously access the phonemic level of the speech 
stream; or, attend to the sound structure of oral language (in the absence of 
letters):  rhyming, clapping syllables in words, counting words in sentences

Phonemic Awareness - the ability to pay selective attention to the phonemes 
rather than the meaning of the word; to segment words into their constituent 
sounds



PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS 
TRAINING

Listening games (Simon Says)

Rhyming (student listens to and generates rhymes)

Segmenting sentences into words

Segmenting words into syllables; blending syllables into words

Initial and final sounds - segmented and blended in short, simple words

Words segmented into phonemes

Phonemes are represented by letters (alphabetic principle)



PHONEMIC AWARENESS

Typically develops during preschool 
years; precursor to reading

5 Levels (Marilyn J. Adams, 1990):   
-Developing “an ear for rhymes” 
-Matching words by rhyme and alliteration (similar onsets)  
-Segmenting onsets, or “syllable splitting”    -  /b/at/    /f/-/lag/ 
-Full segmentation of all phonemes in words  -  /sh/ /i/ /p/ 
-Manipulation of phonemes:   /seat/ to /eat/,   /cat/ to /tack/



PHONICS  
INSTRUCTION

Previously mentioned training in phonological  
and phonemic awareness is essential

Instant letter recognition training and sound-symbol 
correspondences

44 unique English speech sounds; 100 ways, in aggregate, to spell the 
sounds: short and long vowels, consonant blends, combinations, 
digraphs, trigraphs, quadrigraphs, and diphthongs 



INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

Sound-symbol relationships introduced through “discovery teaching” and a 
multi-sensory, structured “linkage procedure”

Skywriting using large muscles of arm and shoulder produces a strong 
neurological imprint of cursive letter shapes

Student associates sound with letter name

Student maps cursive form onto print form

Student associates a keyword with the target sound (memory aid)

Student associates the sound with the cursive shape (spelling)



SYLLABLE INSTRUCTION

A syllable is a group of sounds said with one push of the 
breath

A syllable is a word (baseword) such as plant, or part of a 
word (detached syllable) such as sal - as in the word salad

A syllable must contain a vowel sound

Like numerals in a number, letters have a “place value” in 
syllables; their sounds will change depending upon their 
position within the syllable



SYLLABLE INSTRUCTION -  
THE SIX TYPES OF SYLLABLES

Closed                   - VC        red, flag, crash

Open                    - CV         go,  ba/by

Vowel pair             - VV          wood, weep, rain

Final Stable            - [FSS        ma[ple, gog[gles, ac[tion, fea[ture 
Syllable

R-Controlled         - Vr           fur/ni[ture

Vowel-Consonant-e  V-e         cake, hike, poke, fluke, athlete



SYLLABLE DIVISION

Skilled readers are able to perceive where to divide longer words 
because they have an awareness of syllables, and they have 
internalized the orthographic patterns of the language 

Dyslexics need instruction in the process of dividing words into 
syllables.  The nine syllable division patterns include:  
 
  -VC’/CV   arctic       VC/‘CV    enchant 
  -V’/CV      silent       VC’/V      banish      V/‘CV   elect 
  -VC/CCV pilgrim    VCC/CV  handbook  
  -VV          poem  
  -FSS         simple  station  mansion  lecture  facial  ancient  cautious



SPELLING INSTRUCTION
Students should be taught to listen for the sequence of sounds in a syllable;   
to spell on a syllable-by-syllable, sound-by-sound basis; and to choose the 
letters which represent those sounds in the given position of the syllable

There are two kinds of spelling Spelling  
    -Rules that guide the spelling of basewords 
        *The FLOSS Rule        
        *Final /k/ Rule      *Initial or Medial /k/ Rule  
        *Final /ch/ Rule    *Rabbit/Robin Rule  
        *Final /j/ Rule       *The Jobs of Silent e

        -Rules that guide in adding suffixes to basewords 
            *Just Add             *Doubling Rule ( a.k.a. the 1-1-1 Rule)  
            *Dropping Rule    *Changing Rule



CURSIVE  
HANDWRITING

Taught during instruction in  
letter name and sound

Instruction in the writing lines: baseline, midline, top line,  
and “below line”

Approach stroke “families” with mantras for letter formation

Fewer approach/release strokes than print, pencil point stays on 
the paper; adequate spacing between words; no two cursive 
letters have same shape



BEFORE AND AFTER CURSIVE 
INSTRUCTION       - 5TH GRADE BOY

October 5, 2016 November 2, 2016



READING COMPREHENSION
Basic competencies: decoding, vocabulary, background  
and literacy knowledge, verbal reasoning, text structures 

Provide ample time for reading texts (to student, if necessary)  
to expand knowledge base and vocabulary

Employ cognitive approaches: activating prior knowledge, surveying the text,  
making predictions, asking questions, drawing inferences, summarizing, 
visualizing, and monitoring progress

Complete a graphic organizer (active, physical engagement) as a memory 
aid, a note-taking method, and pre-writing tool

Look up the definitions of unfamiliar words; study the word’s etymology



VOCABULARY

Morphology - the study of word forms;  
a morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning in a word

Latin roots:  rupt, duct, ject, stat, cogn, dict, tract  
  prefixes:  a-, ab-, con-, de-, in-, inter-, re-, sub-,  
  suffixes:  -ate, -ize, -tion, -ment, -ic, etc.

Greek combining forms: photo, bio, graph, ology, therm,  
auto, meter, scope, tele, hydro, etc.

135 common morphemes unlock the meaning of 14,000 words



ACADEMIC WRITING

Combine grammar instruction with basic sentence building  
until the nine parts of speech and phrase/clause concepts are mastered

Teach punctuation within the context of grammar and sentence building

Teach the concept of parts-to-whole through categorizing and classifying activities 
using objects, words, and ideas

Teach the concept of topic sentence versus detail sentences; teach the formal 
outline structure: I, A, 1, a. 

Teach the acorn-oak relationship between the paragraph and the 5-paragraph essay

Have student maintain and use a customized proofreading/editing checklist 



WHAT TO DO?

Join the International Dyslexia Association (dyslexiaida.org)

Join the Decoding Dyslexia chapter in your area

Lobby your legislators; write letters to heads of Education  
Departments at colleges and universities

Find a certified dyslexia specialist/interventionist 

Teach your child as much as you can

Meanwhile, encourage the use of audiobooks of high interest

http://dyslexiaida.org
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